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Discussing a difficult concept 
As we all know spacing is so very important in soccer but it is also one of the most difficult aspects of the 
game to teach to youth players. It is never too early to at least start discussing the topic.  

Before players formally learn about spacing through training they learn about it in the school yard at 
recess through trial and error and through what comes instinctively. This worked in the school yard, but 
their instincts begin to fail them once they participate in competitive soccer. This is a primary reason 
why spacing is a difficult concept to communicate with 10 and 11 year olds. For this reason it is rarely 
discussed with players, and when it is covered it is only discussed abstractly. Coaches typically then 
follow up by training through habit forming drills. The hope is that the player will then connect the dots 
between the discussions and the drills. 

At the U11 to U13 level the concept of spacing is further reinforced, but the parent and player must take 
initiative to further work on this skill outside of team practices and games. When watching matches on 
TV with your kids take the time to discuss spacing at every given chance. Discussing Spacing isn’t enough 
on its own, but it does help a young player to gain an understanding when the principles are applied 
during practice, and then reinforced and turned into instinctive habits during games. 

 

Offensive and Defensive Spacing 
The principle of spacing (also called Player Positioning) is discussed in two aspects, offensive and 
defensive. 

1. An attacking team on the offensive wants space for their players, those with and without the 
ball. It is everyone’s job to create their space by moving away from opposing players, as well as 
keep a good distance from their own teammates. Offensive moves practiced and applied in 
games are used to create additional space where they can either shoot, pass or advance the 
ball. 

2. A team that has lost the ball and in on the defensive does the opposite. Players on the defensive 
do not want to a large amount of space between them and the offensive players, so they are 
continuously trying to take away space from opposing players. In many cases they are even 
layering and backing each other up in the event an offensive player creates space on their own, 
they can then close that space to limit the damage. 



Teaching, Practicing, and Applying 
This discussion combined with watching professional soccer matches will at least give a base concept to 
begin teaching space. We started teaching it on the practice field by putting players on a full field in 
their respective positions. We then kick the ball to the other side of the field (or walk the ball into a new 
position) and ask the players to sprint to where they feel they should be on the field with respect to 
where the ball is being played. This helps teach the philosophy on positioning and thus spacing by doing 
this "shadow" drill over the entire field, back and forth, while correcting and explaining why the 
positioning and spacing is important; this ties the above discussion together with the physical part of the 
game. We also like to try to implement a triangle on the field, so midfielders should be backing up 
offensive players for drop passes. By using this shadow technique the players will begin to understand 
the importance of spacing. You can do the same to discuss weak side spacing on crosses so a player does 
not get sucked into the middle, or how mid fielders can advance to a scoring position. Again, it is 
important to incorporate the philosophy discussed through watching games (and playing soccer video 
games) and connecting this to drills at practice. 

Furthermore; we take the opportunity during practices to educate the player on positioning for 
optimum spacing during scrimmages at the end of our practices. This is when the coaches yell out 
"Freeze", the players stop and the coaches reinforce position and spacing.  

A couple of tips used along the way to help teach players to not crowd their own team-mates when they 
have the ball is to explain to them that it is good to be aggressive, but when your team has the ball you 
should really be running away from them to open up a passing lane and create space for him and 
yourself. The player with the ball should then start to look for the pass when his space closes on him. 
Defensive players should be shown how to close the space without diving or lunging in, as well as 
marking players in space. 

 

Why Proper Spacing is so Challenging? 
Teaching proper spacing/positioning to such young players is very challenging because in many cases 
doing it right means the player is going against natural instincts. It’s hard to teach a player to ignore or 
change these initial natural instincts, but once they try, commit and experience success their instincts 
will change over time and for the better. Here are some reasons for these challenges with some possible 
solutions; 

1. When a teammate has the ball and looks to be under pressure by an opponent his fellow 
teammate’s natural instinct is to run directly towards them and get close to help – unfortunately 
this is the wrong thing to do. Players think that the closer they get the easier it will be for them 
to receive a pass from their troubled teammate, but running closer puts them into a crowded 
area makes it difficult and dangerous for them to receive a pass. By running into open space 
(unguarded space) and pointing ahead into that space they give their teammate a safe place to 
pass the ball (calling out helps too). This way, not only does the team not lose the ball because a 
safe pass was made, but in many case the running player sometimes attracts the opponents 



attention opening up space for other passes or even a laneway for the player with the ball to 
run through. 

2. When a player has the ball their natural instinct is to run directly towards the opponent’s goal, 
after all scoring in that goal is the final objective. Again; it is important to remember that when a 
team has the ball they are trying to create space between themselves and their opponents – not 
just for the ball carrier, but for everyone… after all the ball carrier has to pass to someone.  For 
this reason players sometimes need to fight the instinct to head straight for the goal, especially 
when they are in their own side or have just entered their opponent’s side of the field.  When a 
player carries the ball directly to their opponents goal they enter a crowded area limiting their 
chances of passing, beating an opponent or getting a clear shot. By running towards the corners 
along the sidelines they draw players out of the goal area, this allows for a pass across into the 
mouth of the goal where there is more room to score. Running in towards the corner also allows 
the ball carrier to pass the ball back along the sidelines if he sees no option to cross (passing 
back towards the center line along the sideline is typically a safe pass and is preferable to losing 
the ball because of an attempt to beat 3 or 4 players ). 

3. When a team is defending many times the halfback and (especially) the defenders instinctively 
back away towards their own goal while staying between their opponents and their goal tender. 
This sounds like the right thing to do, but in most cases this is not a good idea. Remember; when 
a team does not have possession of the ball they should be continuously trying to take away 
space from opposing players.  The sooner a defender closes in on his opponent the better. 
Closing in on an opponent pressures the opponent into making a mistake, typically they slow the 
momentum of the attacker, this cuts down forward angles reducing the options for a pass and 
thus reducing the success of a pass, it retards good shooting opportunities by cutting the angles 
of a shot reducing the opponents visibility of the goal, and creates an opportunity for the 
defender to steal the ball. However; defenders must learn to control the rate in which they close 
the distance between them and their respective opponents as there are dangers. Closing to 
quickly can allow the attacking player to run past and beat the defender, and committing 
unsafely and lunging for the ball can open opportunities for the attacker to get past too. 
Defender must learn to close the distance quickly while always being ready to change direction 
and maintain speed and direction with their opponents so that they are always pressuring.  The 
goal is to teach this principle to a defender as soon as possible, because it takes years to learn 
the nuances required to achieve this ballet to perfection. 

It will take years of practice and thousands of hours on the pitch to become great at manipulating space 
well. I hope this little aid works towards starting early, and on the right foot. 
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